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BUILDING BETTER BRIDGES

Fabrication and full assembly of a 38 ton FDOT railroad bridge. This project contained 420 linear feet of full penetration welds, over 10,000 drilled holes and over
6,500 shear studs.
TTI-FSS’s strong reputation for providing solid steel fabrication for multiple types of steel bridges is due to its 60+ years of
safety, quality, and on-time delivery adherence. AISC certified,
TTI-FSS excels at fabrication of complex moveable bridge
structures, minor and major bridges, including fracturecritical endorsement and sophisticated paint endorsement.
TTI-FSS also fabricates steel structures such as girders for
railroad bridges, moveable, and bascule bridges. In addition to
specialty hauling capability, TTI-FSS can ship from its on-site
rail spur, and also its Tampa Port seaport shop providing delivery opportunities anywhere in the US and overseas. Read on
for descriptions of several more TTI-FSS bridge projects.

Fabrication of two 42 ton railroad bridges with
over 25,000 drilled holes shipped fully assembled with a three-coat shop applied paint system.

SUNRAIL SYSTEM RAIL BRIDGES: FLORIDA
The Florida Department of Transportation is expanding
the SunRail System in Orange and Osceola counties (Phase II
South) to include four new stops near Kissimmee. TTI-FSS
recently fully-fabricated, assembled, painted and delivered
two, rail bridges (each approximately 42 tons of steel) over
Shingle Creek, Orange County. Additionally, TTI-FSS
delivered (unassembled) a rail bridge over Boggy Creek,
Osceola County, that was completely galvanized with
approximately 5 tons of miscellaneous steel.
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LETTER FROM THE CEO
Safety + Continuing Education
+ Teamwork = Success
A valuable component for improvement
in the workplace is continuous education. Whether one is an industry veteran
or a rookie, every link in the teamwork
chain needs to be strong. At TTI-FSS,
our commitment to excellence is evident
in the partnerships we have with our
vendors in continuing education. We work together to keep up
with the latest best practices to streamline operations, increase
productivity, and improve safety practices. The tools of our trade
are constantly changing and we are committed to stay ahead
of the curve for new developments, skills, and technology. As
demonstrated in the Team Talk portion of our Sparks & Remarks
newsletter, TTI-FSS team members frequently seek and achieve
licenses, certifications and memberships in a variety of associations and regulatory standardization channels such as API. The
continuing education we offer helps individuals maintain their
certifications.

Topic: AISC Coatings Training by Sherwin-Williams to review
all aspects of the coatings process and AISC expectations to
maintain the critical TTI-FSS Sophisticated Paint Endorsement. As a result, in-house NACE inspectors were kept up to
date with current coatings inspection information.
The next topic will be on Infra Metals provided in-house for
employees to see the capabilities of Infra Metals, the importance of material tracking and Fabsuite integration, and the
potential value for TTI-FSS production methods.
The presentations by experts will be augmented with self-development resources for additional continuing education with
the availability of trade journals, implementing certifications,
mentor leaders, vendor website options and similar.

Examples of continuing education topics have included:
These efforts are just a portion of the many reason that TTIFSS is growing stronger every day in on-time, on-budget,
project delivery. Take a look at yourself, what have you done in
the self-improvement / development arena in the last week,
month, year? Are you growing yourself in Continuous Improvement?

Topic: Bolting presentation by Wurth House of Threads
on washers, bolt calculations, markings, coatings, standard
descriptions, storage, shipping and control of hardware, and
more. Valuable lessons enhanced understanding of the importance of bolting in a project as well as the resources to procure
hardware.

Appreciation is extended to each team member for their contribution because our teamwork chain is stronger as a result.

Topic: Galvanizing series presentation by Valmont Coatings
where staff learned more about the complexity of the mechanical and hot-dipped galvanizing process, coatings and inspection, detail drawings and review for vent hole locations and
sizes, and more.

SUBSCRIBE TO
SPARKS & REMARKS

Work Smart and Stay Safe,
David Hale
President/CEO TTI-FSS

TTI-FSS Increases Visibility and
Markets at Industry Events
International Liquid Terminal Association (ILTA)

June 13 – 14 • George R Brown Convention Center, Houston, TX
To receive your print or electronic copy of
our quarterly newsletter, go to www.tti-fss.com
and add your name to our distribution
list on our Contact page.

NISTM – Aboveground Storage Tank Trade Show

September 13 -14 • Moody Gardens Hotel, Galveston, TX
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WITTPENN BRIDGE:
KEARNY AND JERSEY CITY, NEW JERSEY

Wittpen Bridge in New Jersey - construction in progress.
(Photo courtesy of NJ Dept. of Transportation.)

Tower leg for Wittpen Bridge in SAW welding process.
Project contained over 7,000 linear feet of full penetration welds.

175 ton counterweight box in process of receiving
three coat paint system.
Nearly completed are tower pieces being put into laydowns
and progressive assembly for the Wittpen Bridge project for
the New Jersey Department of Transportation. Two 175 ton
counterweight boxes also were fabricated and are now in the
final coating stage of a three-coat paint system.

Counterweight internal structure for Wittpen Bridge.
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REPLACING AN HISTORIC TAMIAMI SWING
BRIDGE IN MIAMI, FLORIDA

Historic Tamiami Swing Bridge in Miami, Florida. (Photo courtesy of Miami Today News.)

Heel girders for bascule bridge being matched together prior to shop progressive assembly.

One of the oldest bridges on the Miami River in Miami,
Florida is a Warren Truss Span swing bridge. Built in
1930, it’s eligible to enter the National Register of Historic
Places. Due to its age and deterioration, it is being moved
and repurposed into a footbridge in a nearby park. For
the bridge replacement, TTI-FSS is providing structural

steel fabrication, girder machining, trunnion and hub
installation, initial gear rack alignment and installation,
leaf shop alignment and assembly, and a 3-coat paint
system. Steel for the new bridge will be delivered to the
Miami job site this fall.
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TTI-FSS PLAYS AN INTEGRAL ROLE IN THE I-4
ULTIMATE HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

TTI-FSS is one of several bridge fabricators participating
in the I-4 Ultimate Project, an important project for improvement to the highways and byways of Central Florida.
The 21-mile makeover started in 2015 and is estimated for
completion in 2021. The project involves roadway, express
lanes and bridges starting west of Kirkman Road in Orange
County to east of State Road 434 in Seminole County. It is
transforming the region to better connect local communities, boost the vicinity’s economy and improve safety and
quality of life with reduced commuting times for drivers.
The total project represents an expenditure of $2.3 billion

to reconstruct 15 major interchanges, replace 74 bridges,
widen another 13 bridges, and add 53 new bridges. The
project work extends into four areas, each having a dedicated management and execution team concentrating on the
respective scope of work and employing hundreds of staff
and workers.
So far, TTI-FSS has been awarded nine contracts to provide fabricated materials for new bridges. Demonstration
of our on-budget, on-time delivery capabilities offers the
opportunity of being selected for additional projects in
future bid processes.
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ENERGY, POWER NEWS

US REP. KATHY CASTOR TOURS TTI-FSS FACILITY, OFFERS PRAISE
FOR USE OF ENERGY-SAVING SOLAR PANELS
US Representative Kathy
Castor and her staff toured
TTI-FSS’s Adamo facility April 3 to view its large
installation of energy-saving
solar panels. Escorted by
EHS Shop Safety Director
Nate Simpson, Principal
David Reed, and Superintendent Jay Moyer, the Rep.
praised TTI-FSS for using a
renewable source of energy
to obtain electricity. TTI-FSS will receive a return on its
investment through significant utility cost savings and
federal tax credits. TTI-FSS’s example is illustrative of the
additional US Infrastructure monies Rep. Castor is trying
to obtain for the City of Tampa and Hillsborough County.

As reported by TV news and social media during her tour,
Rep. Castro added these comments: “Let’s put the ‘sunshine’
back into the ‘Sunshine State’ by increasing clean energy
jobs and savings for local businesses and our neighbors”
said Castro. She talked about how TTI-FSS’s site near Ybor
City houses the largest local array of solar panels. “There
are more jobs being created today in renewable energy and
solar power than fossil fuels.
We can grow those jobs right
here in Tampa Bay! Tampa
Tank’s 507-kilowatt solar
installation will generate a
4 to 5-year payback and can
meet 60% of its onsite power
needs with this investment
– thanks in large part to
federal tax credits.”
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Satisfied Customer PetroAmerica Terminales S.A.(PATSA) Praises TTI-FSS
TTI-FSS successfully changed eight 20” and 24” valves at
PetroAmerica Terminal S.A. (PATSA) as part of the work being
done to improve their petroleum products storage flexibility.
The work was performed in record time and without any
incident. PATSA’s management was grateful to
TTI-FSS on this accomplishment and Abelardo
Figueroa, PATSA’s Project
and Maintenance Manager
and Ernesto Delgado, Project Engineer invited the
crew to a special luncheon
to celebrate the success.

TTI-FSS crew included (from left): Juan Carlos Torbay Supervisor, Orlando Higuero – Welder, Abdiel Vera – Fitter,
Abelardo Figueroa (PATSA Project Manager) and Gilmer Nuñez
and Luis Fox – Laborers. Missing in photo - Ernesto Delgado
(PATSA Project Engineer. )

Promoting TTI-FSS at NISTM Trade Show
TTI-FSS exhibited at the 19th Annual International
Aboveground Storage Tank Conference & Trade Show
in April in Orlando. The trade show offered an opportunity to network with more than 100 terminal operators/
owners, mid-stream companies and engineer contacts.
The National Institute for Storage Tank Management

(NISTM) gathering provided updates on industry issues
and an upbeat perspective that the mid-stream marketplace may increase capital expenditures over the next 5
to 10 years. TTI-FSS promoted its on-time, safety-first,
international capabilities for potential new customers and
more project work from existing customers.
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TTI-FSS TEAM TALK
SERVICE AWARDS

1ST QUARTER SAFETY STAR AWARDS
They each will receive a $100 gift card, certificate of
achievement, and a premier up-front parking spot.
ADAMO – WILLIE COOPER

Samuel Morse
10 Years

Willie received his safety
star for his daily recognition of the proper use
of PPE. He is always seen
using the proper eye/
face protection, hearing
protection, and following
company standards for
safe operating procedures.

Gary Rajaram
10 Years

YBOR – MARCO HERNANDEZ
Marco received his safety
star for recognizing a
defective electrical outlet
and reporting it. This
possibly prevented an
incident and we appreciate him taking the time
to “see something and say
something.”
Steve Rials
10 Years

Tyrone Lee
5 Years

PORT – JAMES SINGLETARY
James received his safety star for recognizing
multiple extension cords
at the Port and reporting
them. The cords were
then repaired or discarded
to keep all employees safe.
Let them all know we
appreciate their safe work
habits and practices.

Quality Control (QC) team with their newly-earned
certificates. From left: James Derry (ASNT Basic Level
III), Andrew Hudson (UT level I and II), Robert Hudson
(CWI) and Randy Allen (Corporate QC manager).
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